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born on the east coast (Connecticut), raised in the Midwest (Minnesota), and dirty south rooted in

Arkansas, CONTAC's unique sound and lyrical weaponry is guaranteed to Blow-up. 14 MP3 Songs HIP

HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style Details: "First impressions are everything," says multi

talente Hip Hop artist and songwriter CONTAC. He should know. His much anticipated sophomore album

"EEYEAYA," an independent project, is in the works as we speak. Being that he was born on the east

coast (Connecticut), raised in the Midwest (Minnesota), and dirty south rooted from Arkansas, his unique

sound and lyrical weaponry is guaranteed to Blow-up. Most recently, CONTAC worked on collaboration

with Atlanta's own Lil Jon  The Eastside Boys (BME/TVT Records). The song "Do Somthin" is a very

crunk up-tempo song that is ready for action. Also he took a trip to California, linked up with Kurupt from

Tha Dogg Pound on a song called "What's Pappin" that compliments the two MC's styles very well.

CONTAC has proven that his appetite for the mic is always on starve mode. "To be or not to be." A true

MC indeed, this young man has performed on stage with artists such as Ludacris, Twista, Ja-Rule,

Mystikal, David Banner, Yin Yang Twins, Lil Jon  The Eastside Boyz, and Chingy, just to name a few. But

CONTAC has been saving his best for last. "It's time to show and prove that "EEYEAYA" is indeed the

album that I've always wanted to make. His producers on this project are talented beyond belief, and they

have brought something real spicy to the table. EEYEAYA is a collection of gems just thrinving to be

exposed to the public's eardrums. The content is fierce, and yet at times laid back. The outspoken MC

backs up his lyrical delivery with a one of a kind vocal style. Guranteed to capture the attention of

Hip-Hop heads nationwide. His desire to be legendary is easily recognized from the first to last song on

the album. CONTAC is a firm believer that success comes from hard work. He also understands that

whatever one believes, one can achieve. CONTAC brings Hip Hop music to another level. Once he's
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given a beat, he adds his lyrical ingredients and transforms the song to something irresisitable. He's not

afraid of the stage or of being outrageous. This keeps him in a class of his own.
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